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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This talk is about a novel clustering algorithm for wirelength-driven placement, SafeChoice.This work is a collaboration between Iowa State University and National Tsing Hua University.
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Modern VLSI Placement
 Millions of standard cells (e.g., logic gates)
 Hundreds of big macros (e.g., IP cores)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Modern VLSI placement typically contains millions of standard cells and hundreds of macros. For such a big problem size, it is very challenging for a placer to be reasonably fast, yet still be able to produce good solutions. 
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What is Clustering?

 Form small objects into bigger clusters 
and send the clustered netlist to the placer

 Essential part of modern placers

 Cut down problem size

 If clusters are formed correctly, it will 
guide the placer to generate better layout

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clustering can help the placer to achieve this goal.It basically form small objects into bigger clusters, and then send the clustered netlist to the placer.It is an essential part of modern placers for the following two reasons.One obvious reason is that Cut size > placer can perform more efficiently and effectively. More importantly… (clustering add some constraints to a placer)
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Previous Clustering Algorithms
Clustering Algorithm Used in Placer 

/ Partitioner
Directly Handle 

Hyperedge
Priority 
Queue

Edge Coarsening (EC)
[G. Karypis et.al, DAC 1997]

hMetis No No

First Choice (FC)
[G. Karypis et.al, DAC 1999]

hMetis / 
NTUplace3 / 

Capo10.5
No No

Edge Separability (ESC)
[J. Cong et.al, TCAD 2004]

--- No Yes

Fine Granularity (FG)
[B. Hu et.al, TCAD 2004]

mFAR No Yes

Best Choice (BC)
[G.-J. Nam et.al, TCAD 2006]

APlace / mPL6 
/ FastPlace3 / 

RQL
No Yes

Net Cluster (NC)
[J. Li et.al, ISPD 2007]

--- Yes No

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This tables show the previous clustering algorithms. Many of them have been used in different placers or partitioners, especially for FirstChoice and BestChoice.Among those algorithms, only NC can handle hyperedage directly.3 of them are based on a priority queue technique, so that they can do clustering problem with a global view.
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Common Problem in Previous Work

Cluster highly directly connected objects

Minimize placement wirelength

Х mislead placers to a low-quality solution
c

 Based on a heuristic assumption

a bIndirect 
Connections

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We believe there is one problem in all previous work. i.e., they are all based on a heuristic assumption. They assume clustering highly-connected objects will minimize the placement wirelength. However, the correctness of this statement has never been proved.Even though this statement make some sense intuitively, we believe it is not sufficient to just consider the direct connections. We also need to consider the indirect connections. For example, a, b are connected by a two-pin net. At the same time, they are indirectly connected by two two-pin nets via c. Such indirectly connection is intended to pull a b together. Unfortunately, it is ignored in previous work.Therefore, it is very likely that…
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SafeChoice (SC) Overview
 Specifically designed for wirelength-driven placement
 Priority queue (PQ) based 
 Handling hyperedges directly

 Safe Condition
 Safe Clustering

 Selective Enumeration
 Smart Stopping Criterion

 Main Features

 Best clusters for HPWL (SC vs. FC, BC & NC)
 Best HPWL (SCPlace vs. all state-of-the-art placers)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We defined the concept of safe clustering, i.e., do clustering without degrading the placement wirelength. Then we mathematically derived a safe condition for pair-wise clustering. To practically check the safeness of any pair of objects in a circuit, we propose the selective enumeration technique. We also propose a smart stopping criterion, so that SafeChoice can automatically stop clustering, when generating more clusters would degrade the placement wirelength.As you can see, different from all previous work, SafeChoice is proposed based on a theorem that can guarantee do clustering without loss of placement quality. Regarding the experimental results, firstly, compared with FC, BC, and NC, SafeChoice is able to produce the best clusters for HPWL. Secondly, based on SafeChoice, we propose a placement algorithm called SCPlace, compared with all state-of-the-art placers, it can achieve the best HPWL.
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Concept of Safe Clustering
 ( , )G V E•  P•  cV V• ⊆

p ignore overlap issue 
in the cluster

If the optimal wirelength in the clustered netlist is 
equal to the optimal wirelength in the original netlist,

then it is safe to cluster cV

For            , if       can be moved 
to the same location without 

increasing the wirelength, then 
it is safe to cluster

p P∀ ∈ cV

cV

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We model the original netlist as a hypergraph G; V is the set of all vertices, and E is the set of all hyperedges. P is the set of all possible placements.Vc is the set of vertices we are going to cluster.However, the placement problem is NP-hard. We cannot find the optimal wirelength for a circuit. So we use a more practical definition to substitute this one.One assumption here is that we ignore the overlap issue in the cluster.As you can see, the second definition is stronger and more general than the first one.
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Horizontally / Vertically Safe

Horizontally Safe

Vertically Safe
Safe

{ , }cV a b=•
• ignore fixed objects
• ignore overlap issue
Assumptions:

pp
x

y

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on the second definition, we define the horizontally and vertically safe. Let’s first take a look at the horizontally safe: we say that if Vc can be horizontally moved to the same x location without increasing the wirelength in x direction, then it is horizontally safe to cluster Vc.Similarly we can define the vertically safe. Next we show that if Vc are both h/v safe, then it is safe to cluster Vc. This is because…Now, we want to show that if we ignore the fixed objects, the h and v safe are equivalent. This is because a vertical movement in a placement is the same as a horizontal movement in another placement which is obtained by rotating the previous placement 90 degrees.So in the future discussion, it is sufficient to consider only x direction, and we always assume there are only two objects a and b in Vc.
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Wirelength Gradient Function
 p P• ∈  e E• ∈  0ew• ≥

ac d b

a c d b

ew

ew−

0

increase

decrease

no 
change

 { , }cV a b• =

ac d b

ac d b

( , )a p e∆ =

e

e

e

e

( , ):a p e∆ HPWL change of e
a is moving towards b

( , ):b p e∆ HPWL change of e
b is moving towards a

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we mathematically derive the safe condition, we first define the wirelength gradient function.Now, I will show all possible values of delta_a. (suppose that objects a, c, d are connected by a hyperedge e…)
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Total Wirelength Gradient Function

( ) min( ( , ), ( , ))
a b

aab b
e E e E

F p p e p e
∈ ∈

= ∆ ∆∑ ∑

( , ) 0
a

a
e E

p e
∈

= ∆ ≤∑
( , ) 0b

be E
p e

∈
= ∆ ≤∑

0>

Find out the smaller total HPWL change between 
either moving a towards b or moving b towards a

a b
no increasetotalHPWL

no increasetotalHPWL

increasetotalHPWL

(f )i abF p

set of hyperedges incident to  , v vv V E =• ∈

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Based on the wirelength gradient function, we now define the total wirelength gradient function. 2. There is nothing special in this function, expect the min operation. The insight is to find the smaller…
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Safe Condition for Vc={a,b}

a b

0 ( , ) 0( ) o
a

a
e E

ab p eF p
∈

∆ ≤= ∑

0p1p2pnp

1 1( , ) 0( )
b

b
e E

ab p eF p
∈

∆ ≤= ∑2 2( , ) 0( )
a

a
e E

ab p eF p
∈

∆ ≤= ∑ ( , ) 0( )n n
a

a
e E

ab p eF p
∈

∆ ≤= ∑
c

p P∀ ∈

no increase
totalHPWL

, ( ) 0abp P F p∀ ∈ ≤It is safe to cluster a and b if

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1.Using this total wirelength gradient function, it is easy to mathematically drive the safe condition for pair-wise clustering. 2.The prove is as follows. (Given any initial placement p0, …so on so forth, we can move a and b gradually to the same location in placement pn, without increasing the total wirelength, this means it is safe to cluster a and b)3.However, as you can see in this condition because we need to consider all possible placements, i.e., enumerate all possible positions of vertices, it is impractical to use it.
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Principle in Selective Enumeration

P

, ( ) 0abp P F p∀ ∈ ≤

Only the placement p with 

the maximum matters( )abF p

1 2,P Pp p∈ ∈ 1 2if   ( ) ( )ab abF p F p≤

then      would not affect the safe condition, 
and thus can be ignored in the enumeration

1p

2p

1p

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. So we propose the selective enumeration technique. Instead of enumerating the whole placement space, we only consider a smaller subset, which is the yellow region.2. For this case, p2 is in the yellow region, and p1 is outside of it. 3. Next, I am going to show how we can gradually cut down the enumeration size in the yellow region.
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Enumeration Size Cut Down

| |3 abV

: connect with a or b or both abV•
: connect with neither a nor b abV•

( ')( ) abab pF p F=

abVignore 
use one position to substitute 
various positions in each interval

| |2 abV

ignore the central 
interval

| |2 abV α−

fixing 3 categories 
of vertices

centralleft right

placement pplacement 'p
a b

| |P =∞
Enumeration Size:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For any vertex in Va-b-, we prove that no matter where it is, the F function value would not change. This means we can ignore all positions of vertices in Va-b-.For any vertex in Vab, we prove that no matter where it is, as long as it is within the left interval, the F function value would not change. Similarly, we have the same properties for the other two intervals. So for each vertex in Vab, we have 3 possible positions needed to enumerate.In the paper, we show that even the central interval can be ignored.5. Therefore, we only need to consider two possible positions for each vertex in Vab. So the total number becomes 2 to Vab.6. However, this number may still become big in some real circuit.  We can further identify three categories of vertices and fix their positions. Let alpha be the total number of vertices in these three categories.
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Flow of Selective Enumeration

Enumerate                      Placements

{ , }c a bV =

| |2 abVL α−=

| | 10abV α− > Yes

 (1 )i i Lp ≤ ≤∀ ( )i ab iF ps =

1 2max( , ,..., ) 0Ls s s ≤

No

Yes

No

would not consider 
clustering a and b

Safe to cluster 
a and b

Unsafe to cluster a and b

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. In this way, the flow of selective enumeration is as follows.
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SafeChoice Algorithm
 Consider both safeness and area

*   ( 4 by default)( , ) a b

s

A A
A

C a b S θ θ+
+ × ==

 Priority queue (PQ) based
 Three operation modes

Mode Objective Stopping Criterion

Safety Guarantee
[SC-G]

Generate safe 
clusters only

No more safe 
clusters in PQ

Clustering Ratio
[SC-R] 

Achieve various 
clustering ratio

Target clustering 
ratio is reached

Smart Mode
[SC] (default)

Achieve best 
HPWL

Threshold cost
is reached 21tC =

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because of the importance of cluster size, in SafeChoice we derive a cost function to consider both safeness and area. In this function, S* is the term to describe the safeness. Regarding the area term, we add up the area of a and b and then normalized by the average standard cell area. Based on this cost, we rank the potential clusters by a priority queue. Iteratively, the one cluster at the top of the queue is formed.The first one is the safety guarantee mode, in which we only generate the safe clusters. Based on the benchmarks we found that there are on average 30% clusters are safe. To push the clustering ratio lower we developed the clustering ratio mode. It can achieve any clustering ratio by generating both safe and unsafe clusters. But, for various clustering ratios, the final placement wirelength is different. This motivates us to propose the smart mode, in which we can automatically stop clustering, when the clustering ratio for the best wirelength is achieved.  The trick here is that we use a threshold cost value to control the right time when we stop clustering.
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Experiments Setup

 All experiments run on a Linux machine (Intel 
Xeon 2.83 GHz CPU and 32 GB RAM)

 ISPD05/06 Placement Benchmarks (use 
scaled HPWL for ISPD06 circuits)

 Two categories of experiments
 Compare SafeChoice with clustering algorithms
 Compare SCPlace with placement algorithms
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Experimental Flow for Clustering
 Compared with FirstChoice (FC), BestChoice 

(BC), NetCluster (NC)
 mPL6 as placement engine 

Clustering

Flat-mPL6 (GP+DP)

Unclustering

Flat-mPL6 (DP) + FastDP

Flow with
clustering

FastDP

Flat-mPL6 (GP+DP)

Flow without
clustering 
(flat-mPL6)

Normalized

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the flow setup for clustering algorithm comparison. Regarding this flow, I want to mention out two points.Because the original mPL6 has BestChoice clustering inside, to make the comparison fair, we need to turn off the BC clustering inside, so that mpL6 only perform one level placement, i.e., flat-mPL6.Because we randomly arrange the objects inside each cluster, we believe there is still room to further improve the results. So we apply FastDP at the end.
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SC-R vs. FC, BC & NC

Normalized Clustering Time
FC BC NC SC-R

0.545 2.475 0.813 1

Circuit Clustering Ratio
adaptec1 0.6381
adaptec2 0.5764
adaptec3 0.5677
adaptec4 0.5382
bigblue1 0.6128
bigblue2 0.5977
bigblue3 0.5074
bigblue4 0.5617
adaptec5 0.5569
newblue1 0.5674
newblue2 0.5886
newblue3 0.5462
newblue4 0.6357
newblue5 0.5505
newblue6 0.5836
newblue7 0.5634

Normalized HPWL
FC BC NC SC-R

0.971 0.937 0.978 0.928

Normalized Total Time
FC BC NC SC-R

1.000 1.056 0.940 0.985

Average 
Clustering 
Raito: 0.57
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1.008
0.983 0.976 0.971

1.093

0.971

0.933 0.928 0.934 0.9390.957
0.9300.918 0.915 0.9230.9

0.95

1

1.05

1.1

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
Clustering Ratio

No
rm

. H
PW

L
Flat-mPL6 FirstChoice
BestChoice SC-R

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this experiment, we choose five clustering ratios from 20% to 60%. And compare SafeChoice with FirstChoice and BestChoice. This figure shows the average normalized HPWL over all circuits for each clustering ratio.Consistently achieve the best wirelength for each clustering ratio. (1-2% better than BC, 7-8% better than FC)
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0.74
0.82

0.90

1.03
1.09

0.82

0.96
0.99

1.11 1.17

0.78

0.87
0.90

1.02

1.07

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

1.1

1.2

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
Clustering Ratio

No
rm

. T
ot

al
 T

im
e

Flat-mPL6 FirstChoice
BestChoice SC-R

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This figure shows the average normalized total time over all circuits for each clustering ratio.Comparable with FC, and consistently better than BC.
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SC vs. Multilevel mPL6
Circuit HPWL (x10e6) Total Time (s)

SC mPL6+FastDP SC mPL6+FastDP
adaptec1 78.51 76.47 1238 1807
adaptec2 88.51 89.19 2064 2032
adaptec3 207.27 206.00 3732 6187
adaptec4 184.33 187.51 3227 5687
bigblue1 95.31 95.14 1319 2208
bigblue2 146.07 146.57 4183 5992
bigblue3 357.56 331.70 10516 8842
bigblue4 803.43 806.83 15460 19457
adaptec5 461.99 429.97 5919 10796
newblue1 88.10 64.72 7490 2567
newblue2 198.35 198.90 6303 7141
newblue3 287.76 283.25 14986 9644
newblue4 351.02 301.89 6053 9481
newblue5 624.26 526.98 8405 16220
newblue6 498.44 516.43 11081 13566
newblue7 1042.97 1070.08 21049 32561

Norm. 0.910 0.879 1.086 1.412

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We compare SafeChoice with original multilevel mPL6. So that we can see how one clustering compared with multilevel clustering.Surprisingly, for most of circuits, the results are comparable, almost half of the circuits the results are better than multilevel mPL6. Of course, the runtime is significant faster. These results motivate us to develop a multilevel placement algorithm based SafeChoice.
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SCPlace vs. RQL & mPL6
Circuit HPWL (x10e6) Total Time (s)

RQL mPL6 SCPlace mPL6 SCPlace
adaptec1 77.82 78.05 76.50 1769 937
adaptec2 88.51 91.76 86.30 1940 1504
adaptec3 210.96 214.29 204.10 5949 2981
adaptec4 188.86 194.25 183.20 5487 2652
bigblue1 94.98 96.75 93.58 2158 1182
bigblue2 150.03 152.33 144.39 5842 3345
bigblue3 323.09 343.89 336.01 8382 7682
bigblue4 797.66 829.42 790.76 18590 12486
adaptec5 443.28 430.42 419.72 10714 5528
newblue1 64.43 73.21 77.27 2489 10798
newblue2 199.60 201.63 194.66 7109 4642
newblue3 269.33 284.04 281.59 9508 13736
newblue4 308.75 302.04 295.98 9410 4272
newblue5 537.49 536.29 522.71 16085 10149
newblue6 515.69 521.28 494.10 13457 10877
newblue7 1057.79 1083.66 1035.15 32372 23356

Norm. 1.01 1.04 1 1.54 1

SCPlace: Two-
level placement 
algorithm based 
on SafeChoice 
and flat-mPL6 
(SCPlace will 

be described in 
the future 

journal paper)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And we did. We proposed a two level placement algorithm using on SafeChoice and flat-mPL6. We call it SCPlace.Better than RQL, expect 3 circuit; consistently better than mPL6, expect one circuit.
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SCPlace vs. Best Approach
Placer Normalized 

HPWL
Capo10.5 1.25
Dragon 1.21
APlace3 1.10
mFAR 1.09

Kraftwerk 1.07
mPL6 1.03

NTUplace3 1.02
RQL 1.01

SCPlace 1

Results of other placers are 
cited from RQL paper 

[N.Viswanathan et.al, DAC 2007]

Circuit HPWL (x10e6)
Previously the Best SCPlace

adaptec1 RQL 77.82 76.50
adaptec2 RQL 88.51 86.30
adaptec3 RQL 210.96 204.10
adaptec4 RQL 188.86 183.20
bigblue1 RQL 94.98 93.58
bigblue2 RQL 150.03 144.39
bigblue3 RQL 323.09 336.01
bigblue4 RQL 797.66 790.76
adaptec5 mPL6 431.14 419.72
newblue1 NTUplace3 61.08 77.27
newblue2 APlace3 198.24 194.66
newblue3 RQL 269.33 281.59
newblue4 mPL6 299.66 295.98
newblue5 NTUplace3 509.54 522.71
newblue6 RQL 515.69 494.10
newblue7 RQL 1057.79 1035.15

Norm. 1.00 1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Most placers here have more than 4 levels of placement, but SCPlace has only two levels.
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Conclusion
 SafeChoice – a novel clustering algorithm 

for wirelength-driven placement
 Safe Clustering
 Safe Condition
 Selective Enumeration
 Smart Stopping Criterion

 Promising experimental results
 Best clusters for HPWL (SC VS. FC, BC & NC)
 Best HPWL (SCPlace VS. all state-of-the-art placers)
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Future Work
 Derive the safe condition for 
 Develop our own placer based on SafeChoice
 Integrate into other algorithms (e.g., partitioning)
 SafeChoice source code is publicly available at

www.public.iastate.edu/~zijunyan/

{ , , }cV a b c=

Thank YouThank   You
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Backup
Mode Objective Stopping Criterion

Safety Guarantee
[SC-G]

Safe clusters No more safe 
clusters in PQ

Clustering Ratio
[SC-R] 

Clustering ratio Target clustering 
ratio is reached

Smart Mode
[SC] (default)

Best HPWL
Threshold cost

*S
maxs

1

L
ii

ss L
== ∑

1

L
ii

ss L
== ∑ 21tC ≤

max 1 2=max( , ,..., )Ls s s s
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Enumeration Size Cut Down

| |3 abV

: connect with a or b or both abV•
: connect with neither a nor b abV•

( ')( ) abab pF p F= ( ')( ) abab pF p F≤

abVignore 
use one position to substitute 
various positions in each interval

| |2 abV

ignore the central 
interval

| |2 abV α−

fixing 3 categories 
of vertices

centralleft right

placement pplacement 'p
a b

| |P =∞
Enumeration Size:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Therefore, we only need to consider two possible positions for each vertices in Vab. 2. However, this number may still become big in some real circuit. 
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Enumeration Size Cut Down

| |3 abV

: connect with a or b or both abV•
: connect with neither a nor b abV•

( ')( ) abab pF p F= ( ')( ) abab pF p F≤

abVignore 
ignore various position 
in each interval for abV

| |2 abV

ignore positions in 
central interval

| |2 abV α−

fixing 3 categories 
of vertices

centralleft right

p 'p
a

( ) eabF p w=−

b

| |P =∞
Enumeration Size:

( ') eabF p w=<

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Therefore, we only need to consider two possible positions for each vertices in Vab. 2. However, this number may still become big in some real circuit. 3. Next, we show 3 simple examples to demonstrate that for some vertices in Vab, it is not always necessary to enumerate both of the two possible positions. 4. Note that these 3 nets are only the simplest examples of three 3 categories of vertices that we can fix. We described the general definition of the three categories in the paper. 
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SC-G vs. FC & BC
Normalized Clustering Time

FC BC SC-G
1.006 5.303 1

Normalized HPWL
FC BC SC-G

0.974 0.944 0.963

Normalized Total Time
FC BC SC-G

1.381 1.413 1.258

Circuit Clustering Ratio
adaptec1 0.80
adaptec2 0.77
adaptec3 0.71
adaptec4 0.62
bigblue1 0.77
bigblue2 0.73
bigblue3 0.58
bigblue4 0.64
adaptec5 0.68
newblue1 0.78
newblue2 0.68
newblue3 0.65
newblue4 0.71
newblue5 0.66
newblue6 0.74
newblue7 0.64

Average 
Clustering 
Raito: 0.70

unsafe safeC C<

Some unsafe clusters have 
better area than safe clusters
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Clustering for Various Clustering Raito

0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6γ =

Circuit Clustering 
Ratio

Clustering 
Time(s) Normalized HPWL Normalized Total 

Time
FC BC SC-R FC BC SC-R FC BC SC-R

newblue1

0.2 169 806 781 0.91 0.88 0.81 0.13 0.24 0.23

0.3 149 718 527 0.91 0.86 0.80 0.23 0.49 0.41

0.4 127 630 226 0.91 0.87 0.81 0.30 0.57 0.39

0.5 104 538 141 0.93 0.89 0.84 0.91 1.30 0.96

0.6 84 434 93 0.94 0.90 0.96 1.05 1.31 1.04

γ

 Compare with FC and BC
 Target clustering ratio

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. As the clustering ratio goes lower, the clustering time increases, and the total time decreases.2. For different clustering ratio, the final placement wirelength is different. 3. And for different circuit, the clustering ratio to achieve the best wirelength is different. 4. In the next several slides, I am gonna show the average clustering, normalized wirelength and total time over all circuit for each clustering ratio.
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0.221 0.281 0.468 0.558 0.6310.883

1.155

1.946
2.425 2.961

0

1

2

3

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
Clustering Ratio
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FirstChoice BestChoice SC-R
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SC-Based Two-Level Placement
 Based on physical

SafeChoice

Flat-mPL6 (GP)

Physical SafeChoice

Incremental Flat-mPL6

Unclustering

SafeChoice

FastDP

Unclustering

Level 1

Level 2
Details of physical 

SafeChoice and SCPlace 
can be found in the future 

journal paper

Flow of SCPlace
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